
Accuity Helps Global Marine 
Transportation Provider Send 
Payment Inefficiency Out to Sea 
GulfMark Offshore Inc., a $381 million global marine transportation services provider, uses 

SAP® payment processing solutions to initiate 400 to 500 domestic and 1,200 to 1,500 

international payments a month in multiple geographic locations and currencies. As payees 

include a mix of non-employee labor, vendors, banking partners and clearing and settlement 

systems, GulfMark’s rate of straight through processing (STP) failure was high, resulting in 

payment processing inefficiencies and higher costs.

Key Challenges

 Growth in emerging markets means  
payment volume in Singaporean dollar, 
Trinidad dollar, Malaysian ringgits and 
Brazilian reals is increasing

 Delays in timely fleet maintenance can 
negatively impact revenue, while payment 
issues can lead to employee and contractor 
work outages

 Multiple points of entry into the system 
existed from region to region and the  
manner in which payment details were 
entered was inconsistent

 Legacy SAP bank master records (BNKA)  
were untrustworthy, and GulfMark could  
not fully assess the validity of the records  
in the system

Proposed Solution

GulfMark required a valid bank master file 
(BNKA) with national routing codes and  
SWIFT/BICs, along with comprehensive 
coverage of banking markets in GulfMark’s 
emerging regions. Accuity recommended  
a bundled solution that included:

 GulfMark’s legacy data cleansed by Accuity  
as a service offering

 Cleaned data loaded into SAP using Bank 
Master Upload Program

 The BNKA table in SAP maintained using 
Accuity’s Global Payment File for ERP with 
regularly applied updates

 Strict controls instituted to limit how bank 
records are added to the GulfMark SAP 
application

When we set out to streamline and standardise our global payment processes, we 
realised we needed to upgrade the data quality in our ERP system. We turned to the 
one source we knew we could trust: Accuity. By using Data Cleanse and Global Payment 

File ERP on our data, Accuity was able to clean up our old data and give us access to up to date 
global banking information. Now we can validate and create the correct IBAN numbers and 
payment instructions needed to effectively process vendor and employee payments.
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Results

GulfMark’s payment processes are now powered 

by accurate data loaded into bank master file 

within SAP Treasury Management module. 

Standardised information used by treasury 

teams includes payment instructions validated 

during set-up, complete with validated ISO 

codes belonging to IBAN compliant countries, 

national routing codes, legacy account number 

format, length and check digits, along with 

assigned BICs and routing BICS for IBAN 

processing provided.

Gulfmark’s A/P, H/R and Procurement have 

moved to standardised processes in the U.S. and 

North Sea regions, with Asia Pacific and Brazil in 

the works.

Global marine transportation services provider 

needed help managing complex payments to 

vendors and employees in multiple countries 

and multiple currencies around the world.

Legacy SAP bank master records (BNKA) were 

untrustworthy, and delayed payments could 

mean lost revenue or work stoppages.

Accuity provided a bundled solution that 

included data cleansing, maintaining BNKA 

files with Global Payment File for ERP and  

strict controls on bank record creation.

GulfMark has nearly eliminated payment 

delays, manual payments, and has 

standardised processes around the globe, 

positioning itself for greater growth.
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GulfMark Offshore Inc. is a marine 

transportation services provider that owns, 

operates and manages a fleet of offshore 

vessels to support the upstream oil and 

gas industry. Headquartered in Houston, 

Texas, GulfMark manages a fleet of 89 

vessels with operations in North America, 

South America, the North Sea, and 

Southeast Asia.

INDUSTRY: Services 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 1,700

Benefits

 Manual payments are virtually non-existent

 GulfMark is now prepared for future 
growth externally and internally

 Company is making strides toward 
developing a centralised “pay hub” 
platform

 Timely payments help avoid possibility of 
work stoppages due to disruptions in the 
payments to labor or suppliers

 Access to comprehensive SEPA-compliant 
payments data has ensured a smooth 
transition for cross-border euro payments 
in advance of the February 2014 SEPA end 
date
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